
 

BRAND: SAS R&D SERVICES 

MODEL:HD Readyscope 

CODE: D119601011 

 

VIDEOSCOPE 

 

1. Description: 

This videoscope is world renowned for its high strength and reliability. This product is indicated when it is 

necessary to offer a high definition image, brighter, clearer, sharper of the inspections. It features 

interchangeable monitors, a sunshield, and field-repairable, damage-resistant probe tips. Now, inspections 

can be carried out without compromising the operator's situational awareness. 

 

2. Characteristics: 

 HD camera with resolution of 1280 x 720 (921,600 pixels) @ 30FPS. 

 Certified by third parties as Safe for use in Fuel. 

 4-way locking knob with alignment marks. 

 Bow with articulation up to 180 degrees in each direction. 

 Field repairable link cables. 

 Interchangeable 5.5” TFT Full HD monitor with 1080x1920 pixels, with multi-touch capacitive touch screen. 

 Available with optional encryption on monitors. 

 Software: 180 degree image rotation, 10x zoom. 

 Can filter out primary color interference in fuel (to reduce blue tint from fuel and capture better images). 

 Monitor with 16G internal storage plus 32G SD card storage expandable up to 128G. 

 Any length required at your choice of 60”, 80”, 120” or customizable. 

 Available with non-conductive tungsten braid jacket. 

 

3. Technical specifications: 

 High resolution image: 1280x720 resolution at 30FPS (921,600 pixels) . 

 Probe diameter:  6mm diameter. Standard tungsten braided probe (Non-conductive 

available upon request). 

 Available Probe Length: Standard probe is 80” (2m) in length. They are also available 

as an option, 60”(1.5m) and 120”(3m) length probes. 

 Field of View (FOV):  FOV 70° standard, 50” or 90” also available as an option. 

 Camera focus:  5mm autofocus and up to zoom to capture better  

images. 

 Brighter image:  29,000 LUX illumination output, brightest image available. 

 Operating Temperature:Tip 22F to 176F (-30°C to 80°C). 

 Weight:     Battery-powered range of approximately 2lbs (907 grams). 

 Illumination Adjustment Dial: Illumination adjustment dial offers multiple illumination settings. 

 Repairable:    Field repairable link cables (optional kit available),  



Crush resistant and damage resistant tip, tip is not tungsten braid material. 

 Lock knob:   Four-way locking articulation knob instead of lever  

joystick (to ensure users maintain their spatial awareness and don't get lost 

in joystick operation, always know the direction the tip is pointing). 

 Articulation arc:  180 degrees in all directions. 

 Alignment marks: To ensure that the tip of the probe is straight before withdrawing it and to avoid  

cause the probe to be damaged. 

 Encryption capacity:  Memory unit with encryption capacity. 

 Display:     Available upgradeable monitors that offer the ability to  

compliance with FIPS 140-2 CBP compliance standards approved by the US 

government. 

Display Specifications: 

 Screen resolution:  5.5” TFT Full HD capacitive touch screen 1080x1920 pixels, multi-touch. 

 Storage capacity: Monitor with 16GB of internal memory plus 32GB on the SD card, slot  

for expandable SD card up to 256GB. 

 Configuration software: 180° rotation, 10x zoom, base lighting filter, which can filter  

interference from base lighting (blue, green, red) to reduce gasoline tint 

during logging operations and make it easier to see through fuel. Secondary 

menu to adjust image properties such as hue, gamma, saturation, brightness, 

black or white levels, etc. And thus ensure the capture of the best image at 

all times. 

 Photos and videos:   Photos in JPEG format, video in MPEG4 AVI format. 

 USB connection:   monitor with micro USB connector. 

 Training DVD:  Training DVD in several languages: English, Spanish, Russian and Arabic. 

4. Certifications: 

 Security certificate: Certified by third parties as Safe for use in Fuel. 

 CE Certificate:   Meet requirements CE certification. 

 

5. Accessories included: 

 Fixed axis:     It has a removable shaft that allows the videoscope probe to  

remain rigid during use in vertical operations, on walls and ceilings. 

 Coated frame:   To protect the probe during use on car doors, cladding  

of ceilings or anywhere the frame is placed. 

 Gas tank inserter: Built-in gas tank inserter for both fuel tanks  

standard as well as for capless fuel tanks that come with the latest vehicle 

models. This ensures proper operation through the fuel valves when 

inspected inside the tanks. Protects the scope sonar from potential damage. 

 Waterproof case:  SKB military style, it guarantees a strong and resistant storage. 

 Parasol:     Attachable sun visor with finger holes to allow access to the  

screen. 

 Cargo Package:   Light source charging: multi-voltage wall charger with adapter  

for vehicle, (2) lithium batteries to charge the monitor; Multi-voltage wall 



charger, USB port adapter for vehicle. 

 Ground strap. 

 

6. Product image: 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

NOTE: 

1. This technical specification is for reference only, it is subject to change or update without prior notice. 

2. These specifications and images are for illustration purposes only, they do not imply any preference, definition, 

guarantee, property or obligation.  

3. The use of this information by any person, company and/or entity is at their own risk.  

4. We disclaim any liability for its use. 
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